Design by Crowds

user experience design and testing with open source projects
What do you think about when you hear the words: "open source design"
design by committee
lipstick on a pig
not ready for prime-time
I think:

“Another day at the office.”
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Hasn’t ever been on the internet.
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Really, really, scary good at math.
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Doesn’t really care about encryption.
This is my crowd
Power of Crowds
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37% of the code contributed to Firefox since November ’06 came from outside mozilla.com
So how do you design with crowds?
Clearly communicate the goals (and non-goals) of the project, and lead the charge forward.
Firefox/Feature Brainstorming

We are currently in the early development stage for Firefox 3, and would like to collect all the ideas for feature enhancements in a single place. Our goal is to create a single index that lists what sorts of things we're thinking of doing, with links to more detailed ideas about implementation specifics or concerns, and targets for inclusion in the project.

Note: This is a list of feature enhancement ideas for all future Firefox releases, not just Firefox 3. Firefox 3 will include a subset of the items on this list.

How to use this page

- If you have ideas about features listed here please create a new wiki page off of your user page that outlines your ideas (mockups welcome!) and add a link to that page in the "References" column, or link to existing pages with examples, design thoughts, interesting articles, etc.

- If you have ideas for features not listed here please add them to the most appropriate group below. Include any references to more detailed implementation ideas.

- If you would like to comment on features listed here please do so on the discussion page rather than in the list itself.

- Etiquette:
  - Please include a summary comment that describes your change so that it shows up in the page history view.
  - Please make a User page for yourself with contact information so that if we need clarification of your idea, we can get in touch with you.

Sections

- Accessibility
- Add-ons, Extensions, themes, plugins
- Add-ons, Platform Development
- Addressbar
- Archiving and Offline browsing
- Bookmarks
- BuddyList-Friendslist
- Content Filtering, Manipulation, and Control
- Default Browser UI
- Developer-facing UI
- Downloads
Experiment in the open, and encourage the crowd to do the same
Firefox 2 for developers
Firefox 2 has been released, and is available for download. See Firefox 2 for developers for more information.

Mozilla Developer Center contents

Topics
- Extensions
- Plugins
- Themes
- Embedding Mozilla
- Accessibility
- Localization
- Web Standards
- Web Development
- Developing Mozilla
- Quality Assurance

Technologies
- AJAX - Asynchronous JavaScript and XML
- CSS - Cascading Style Sheets
- DOM - Document Object Model
- HTML - Hypertext Markup Language
- JavaScript
- RDF - Resource Description Framework
- RSS - Really Simple Syndication
- SVG - Scalable Vector Graphics
- XBL - Extensible Binding Language
- XForms - XML Forms
- XML - Extensible Markup Language
About Labs

Laboratories are where science and creativity meet to develop, research, and explore new ideas. Mozilla Labs embraces this great tradition — a virtual lab where people come together to create, experiment, and play with new Web innovations and technologies.

Anything goes here. Crazy ideas and inspirations are encouraged as we all explore and experiment with brand new ideas in whole new ways. Mozilla Labs is about inspiring and harnessing the intelligence, wisdom, and energy of the Mozilla community; let’s imagine the future of the Web, and then let’s build it together.

All are welcome. Come play.

Labs Forum

- Labs Projects

  - **3D Canvas**
    The 3D Canvas provides an OpenGL-like API for accelerated 3D rendering to web content.

  - **Joey**
    Joey is a server, Firefox add-on, and java midlet that allow you to pass data from your Firefox browser to cell phone.

  - **Operator**
    Operator is a Firefox add-on that lets you combine pieces of information on Web sites with applications through the use of Microformats.

  - **The Coop**
    The Coop is an emerging Firefox add-on that will let users keep track of what their friends are doing online, and share new and interesting content with one or more of those friends.

- Other Forums

  - **Idea Center**
    Have an idea for Firefox or any other cool web technology, add-on, or project? Post it here.
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